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The CP violating electric and weak dipole moment form factors of the top quark,
dγ(s) and dZ(s) , appear in the process e+e− → t t¯. We present a complete analysis
of these dipole moment formfactors within the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model with complex parameters. We include gluino, chargino, and neutralino
exchange in the loop of the γtt¯ and Ztt¯ vertex. We give analytic expressions and
present numerical results for the asymmetries that measure these formfactors.
1 Introduction
The large mass of the top quark allows one to probe physics at a high energy
scale, where new physics might show up. In the last years a number of papers1,2
considered CP✟✟ observables in top quark production (and decays) as tests for
new physics. In e+e− annihilation these effects are due to the weak and electric
dipole moment formfactors dZ(s) and dγ(s) of the top quark. In general, the
γtt¯ and Ztt¯ vertices Vtγ and VtZ including the CP✟✟ formfactors are
e(Vtγ)µ = e(23γµ − idγ(s) (Pµ/mt)γ5) (1)
gZ(VtZ)µ = gZ(γµ(gV + gAγ5)− idZ(s) (Pµ/mt)γ5) , (2)
where Pµ = pt µ − pt¯ µ, gV = (1/2) − (4/3) sin2ΘW , gA = −(1/2), gZ =
g/(2 cosΘW ), and g = e/ sinΘW with e the electromagnetic coupling constant
and ΘW the Weinberg angle.
In the Standard Model (SM) CP✟✟ can appear only through the phase in
the CKM–matrix. The dipole moment formfactors dγ(s) and dZ(s) for quarks
are at least two–loop order effects and hence very small. In the Minimal Su-
persymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) 3 with complex parameters additional
complex couplings are possible leading to CP✟✟ within one generation at one–
loop level 4. If the masses of SUSY particles are not very much higher than
the mass of the top, one expects SUSY radiative corrections to induce non–
neglible contributions to dγ(s) and dZ(s) . They are calculated in 2,5. Although
the gluino contribution is proportional to the strong coupling αs the chargino
contribution, which is proportional to αw(= g
2/(4pi)) can be equally impor-
tant (see also 6). This is due to threshold enhancements and the large Yukawa
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couplings: Yt = mt/(
√
2mW sinβ) and Yb = mb/(
√
2mW cosβ). In general the
neutralino contribution turns out to be smaller. However, there are cases where
it is important.
2 Complex couplings in the MSSM
In the MSSM the higgsino mass parameter µ and the trilinear scalar coupling
parameters At and Ab can be complex and thus provide CP✟✟ phases. Assuming
unifivation there are constraints 6,7 on the phases from the measurement of
the electric dipole moment (EDM) of the neutron. Being less restrictive we
only assume unification of the gauge couplings: mg˜ = (αs/α2)M ≈ 3M and
M ′ = 53 tan
2ΘWM . The calculation of the dipole moment formfactors requires
the diagonalization of the squark, chargino, and neutralino mass matrices. We
use the singular value decomposition 8 to diagonalize the complex neutralino
and chargino mass matrices.
The gluino contribution has been calculated in 2. The chargino and neu-
tralino contributions 5 depend on the gaugino and higgsino couplings, as well
as on the squark mixing angles and phases. Quite generally, the terms propor-
tional to Yt are important. We have also included the terms proportional to
the bottom Yukawa coupling Yb which cannot be neglected for large tanβ.
The loop integrations for dγ(s) and dZ(s) are done with the Passarino–
Veltman three point functions C0, Ci, and Cii (i = 1, 2)
9.
More details about the calculation of dγ(s) and dZ(s) can be found in 5.
3 Asymmetries
With the formfactors dγ(s) and dZ(s) we can define asymmetries that measure
the t–polarization10. The first asymmetry we consider is the energy asymmetry
in b or b¯
AEb(b¯)(s) =
#
b(b¯)(Eb(b¯)>E0)−#b(b¯)(Eb(b¯)<E0)
#
b(b¯)(Eb(b¯)>E0)+#b(b¯)(Eb(b¯)<E0)
, (3)
where E0 =
√
s(m2t − m2W )/(4m2t ) is the average energy of the b or b¯. The
corresponding CP✟✟ quantity (Figure 1) is
R(s) = AEb (s)−AEb¯ (s) = −8αb βt ℑm [H1]/Nt (4)
where Nt is a normalization factor proportional to the total cross section,
β =
√
1− 4m2t/s, αb = (m2t − 2m2W )/(m2t + 2m2W ),
H1 = (1− PP¯)Hs1 + (P− P¯)Ha1 , (5)
Hs1 = (
2
3 − cV gV hZ)dγ(s) − (23cV hZ − (c2V + c2A)gV h2Z)dZ(s) , (6)
Ha1 = −cAgV hZdγ(s) − (23cAhZ − 2cV cAgV h2Z)dZ(s) , (7)
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Figure 1: R(s) (full line); contributions:
chargino (dashed line), neutralino (dotted
line), gluino (dashed–dotted line).
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Figure 2: OFB(s) (full line); contributions:
chargino (dashed line), neutralino (dotted
line), gluino (dashed–dotted line).
P(P¯) are the e−(e+) longitudinal polarizations, cV = −(1/2) + 2 sin2ΘW and
cA = (1/2) are the Ze
+e− couplings, and hZ = s/[(s−m2Z) sin2 2ΘW ].
The forward–backward asymmetry is
AFBb(b¯)(s) =
#
b(b¯)(cos θb(b¯)>0)−#b(b¯)(cos θb(b¯)<0)
#
b(b¯)(cos θb(b¯)>0)+#b(b¯)(cos θb(b¯)<0)
(8)
with cos θb(b¯) = pˆe.pˆb(b¯), where pˆx is the direction of particle x.
Since CP(AFBb ) = −AFBb¯ , the CP✟✟quantity is OFB = AFBb +AFBb¯ (Figure 2)
= −12αb
(
2
1− β2t
+
1
βt
ln
[
1− βt
1 + βt
])
ℑm [H2]/Nt (9)
where H2 = (1− PP¯)Hs2 + (P− P¯)Ha2 (10)
Hs2 = −cAgAhZdγ(s) + 2cV cAgAh2ZdZ(s) (11)
Ha2 = −cV gAhZdγ(s) + (c2V + c2A)gAh2ZdZ(s) . (12)
With the triple products Tb(b¯) = pˆe.(pˆt × pˆb(b¯)) one can define the asym-
metry ATb(b¯) =
#[T
b(b¯)>0]−#[Tb(b¯)<0]
#[T
b(b¯)>0]+#[Tb(b¯)<0] . The CP✟
✟ quantity is the difference
OT = ATb −AT¯b = 3αb pi
√
s
2mt
ℜe [D1]/Nt , (13)
where D1 = (1− PP¯)Ha1 + (P− P¯)Hs1 .
3
For the numercial analysis we take
√
s = 500 GeV, mW = 80 GeV, mt =
175 GeV, mb = 5 GeV, αs = 0.1, αem =
1
123 , and the following set of SUSY
parameter values: M = 230 GeV, |µ| = 250 GeV, mt˜1(2) = 150(400) GeV,
mb˜1(2) = 270(280) GeV, tanβ = 2, ϕµ =
4pi
3 , θt˜ =
pi
9 , ϕt˜ =
pi
6 , θb˜ =
pi
36 , ϕb˜ =
pi
3
and for the beam polarizations: P = 0.8, P¯ = −0.8.
In Figure 1 we show R(s) and in Figure 2 we show OFB for the set of
parameters given above. The CP✟✟ ratios R(s) and OFB depending on ℑm dγ(s)
and ℑm dZ(s) , show spikes (see Fig. 1). They are due to threshhold effects
in the fermion pair production in the loop. These spikes only appear in the
chargino and neutralino contributions.
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